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Guidelines and Timelines
▪ Clear guidelines for writers are essential in recruiting and in heathy communication.


▪ Draw from immediate networks


▪ Expand your networks through referrals, writer conferences (making presentations!), and 
similar publications.


▪ Timelines for authors – including “drop dead” deadlines – make your life easier.

Sample Timeline
▪ Publication Date: August 15


▪ Outline for Entire Issue (themes and key topics): May 1

▪ Authors assigned: May 15


▪ Contract/agreements in place: May 30


▪ Articles Due: June 20 (Drop dead date: June 30)

▪ Editing Completed: July 15


▪ To the Printer: July 20 


▪ Mailed out: August 1



Style Considerations
▪ Examples: Chicago Manual of Style (Turabian); APA; MLA


▪ Be specific and give examples to writers


▪ Any “in-house” additions should be shared with writers, as well


▪ See “How to Write a Book Review” supplemental reading


▪ Formal/Informal; First Person allowed?; etc.


▪ Consistency is important, although certain kinds of articles can bend the rules of style if the 
publication warrants it.

Accepting Queries from Writers
• A Hook (like a Movie Trailer): The highlights of what you are proposing 
• Summary of the article 
• Target Audience (How does it match our target audience?) 
• Author (Why are you qualified to write this? Also, short bio) 
• Timeline of submission (Can he/she meet deadlines?) 
• Have you published elsewhere? Be specific 
•  NOTE: Do you OWN check of their background, internet presence, etc. 

These general guidelines for unsolicited submission should be available online and accessible to 
potential writers. 

Written Agreement
▪ The scope and general title of the agreed upon article/book review


▪ Right of usage agreement (“Author agrees that _____ may use this article online and in this 
magazine, including for marketing purposes)….


▪ Specific deadline (Noting that magazine may terminate this agreement if deadline passes)


▪ Compensation (be specific: If any, state it. If none, state that). Also note that deadline may 
affect compensation (i.e., an “escape clause” for the publication if the submission is late, OR 
if it doesn’t meet the agreed upon standards). 


▪ Ask for writer’s brief bio and (optional) photo


▪ Include agreement about editing for content, corrections, and size. 



Initial and “Thanks” Letter
▪ Written communication requesting the article/review (if you are recruiting/assigning)


▪ Written agreement/contract (previous slide), along with an initial “thank you”


▪ A “thank you” after the fact, including a copy (or link) of the article, along with any 
compensation.


The follow-up letter is often overlooked; however, it can be a source of future recruiting, as 
well as free marketing for the publication (word of mouth!).

Sample Agreement Letter, pt 1
 Issue Date: January/February 2020 
 Issue Theme: Christology 

 Author Name: John Smith  
Article Focus: The humanity of Jesus 
 Word Count: 1000-1200 words 
 Due Date: November 1, 2019  

 Please provide the following with your article:  
 1. Working title (subject to editorial change) 
2. Name a brief bio as you would like it to appear (e.g, John Smith is professor of theology at Austin 
University)  
3. A brief (10-12 word) summary of your article.  

  

Sample Agreement, pt. 2
 Our preferred writing style for Holiness Today is informal, concrete, conversational, descriptive, and 
engaging. The majority of our readers are average Nazarene laypeople, so it's generally best to avoid the 
academic and abstract language, both in content and in writing style. If you use terms that are not 
commonly understood, feel free to define them. Each article should answer the question, “Why does this 
matter to me?” 

 Please note that we have a strict submission schedule, so please let us know if we should expect 
delays. We are here to help you in any way we can. Please contact us at  [specific emails]


 Payment will be sent to you as soon as our editorial staff has accepted the article. You will also receive 
two complimentary copies of the issue in which your article appears. 


 Sincerely,


 ________



Sample “Thank You” After 
Publication

 [Date] 

 Dear __________: 

 Thank you for your contribution to Holiness Today!  Writers like you keep HT moving forward as we seek to share the love of Christ throughout 
the world.  Thousands of readers will have access to your writing, and we pray that each column and article can be useful in the mission of the 
Kingdom of God. 

 Please accept these two copies of HT as part of our thanks for your time and effort. Also, please consider telling others about HT and inviting 
them to be part of both our free weekly newsletter entitled HT Coffee Break and our printed and digital subscription publication that is produced 
six times per year (every other month).  Along with the contribution of our wonderful writers, our subscribers also help ensure that the ministry 
of Holiness Today continues moving forward in the days ahead. 

 If you have any questions about this or future editions of the magazine, please do not hesitate to contact us.  Thanks again for your work and 
your ministry!  

 Sincerely,  
_________________  

Note: “Kill Fees”
▪ Definition: A fee less than agreed upon for full payment due to the publications inability to 
use the article.


▪ Reasons include: Miscommunication or misunderstanding about article content; 
cancellation due to space issues in the magazine (it was much too long for editors to cut it 
adequately); unforeseen changes that prevented publication of the material…


▪ If the author meets his/her obligations, full payment should be remitted, even if you are not 
going to use the article.


▪ If the author does not meet his/her obligations in a way that can be used, a “kill fee” may 
be appropriate to thank them for their time. 

Recruiting
▪ Request a table/booth at an event (church, writer conference, industry gathering, etc.)


▪ Request to be a presenter at a key event (Something as simple as “writing an article” or 
“how to get published in a magazine”). These present opportunities for publicity for the 
magazine, while also connecting with potential writers.


▪ Networking with trusted writers and readers. 


▪ Local universities and churches. 


▪ Established writers from other publications. 


▪ Other ways?



Plan Ahead, Recruit Ahead!
▪ Working MONTHS ahead is crucial. 


▪ Annual planning sessions (including brainstorming about writers and themes)


▪ Consistent columnists provide consistent writers, but make sure things stay “fresh.” 


▪ Adapt themes to the writers you have available. 


▪ Have a vision for themes, overall content, and for how writers can contribute to the ongoing 
vision of the publication. 

What do you currently do? 

Where could YOU get writers right now?

Assignment for This Week
▪ Put together a sourcebook for recruiting authors that contains at least five specific places 
from which you could recruit. . . . 


▪ Write a sample invitation letter and contract agreement for a writer, specifically including 
the things we discussed today. 


▪ Write a “thank you” letter for an author based upon your particular publication.


NOTE: These are due on Thursday. We will discuss them next Monday at the beginning of 
our time together. Thanks!


